
Mark, Jane 

From: Ronald Horii [rhorii@prodigy.net]
Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2007 3:09 AM
To: Mark, Jane
Cc: Mr Michael Boulland; Kitty Monahan; jenecl@aol.com; Dorrance, John; Davis Family; Rachael Gibson
Subject: Examples of Parks and Museums for Martial Cottle, County Fair Replacement
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Jane, 
If the task force is looking for ideas for park features that can be incorporated into the Martial Cottle Ranch, there are 
many examples. They probably already know about Ardenwood, Prusch Farm, San Jose Historical Museum, 
Guadalupe Gardens, Grant Ranch, Santa Teresa's Bernal Ranch, Calero's horse stables, Garrod Farms near Stevens 
Creek, Cupertino's Blackberry Farm, Los Altos' Hidden Villa Farm, and Rancho San Antonio's Deer Hollow Farm. 
Here are some other examples of agricultural parks and museums that can be used as models for Martial Cottle. 
These may also be interesting and fun places to visit on vacation, especially if you have kids: 
  
Japanese American Museum of San Jose: http://www.jamsj.org/farming.html. This is currently undergoing rebuilding, 
but they had displays on farm equipment and the history and role of Japanese American farmers. 
  
Garin Regional Park in Hayward: http://www.ebparks.org/parks/garin. It has a barn with agricultural exhibits, a fishable 
farm pond, and farm equipment on display outside. 
  
Forest Home Farm in San Ramon: http://sanramonhistoricfoundation.org/about/history.html. This is like the Cottle 
Ranch in miniature. It was a family farm that was donated to San Ramon to be preserved as a municipal historic park.
  
Hap Magee Ranch Park in Danville: http://www.museumsrv.org/srvm_ValleyHistory_Parks.html. This is an example of 
an historic ranch converted into a city park. The ranch buildings have been preserved. There are picnic areas, walking 
trails, a dog park, and play areas. This is adjacent to the Iron Horse Regional Trail: 
http://www.ebparks.org/parks/trails/iron_horse 
  
Uesugi Farms in San Martin: http://www.uesugifarms.com/. This is a private working farm that goes all-out around 
Halloween time. It may be a little too much like Disneyland, but you may get some good ideas on providing an 
entertaining atmosphere for visitors. 
  
San Martin Country Park: http://www.sanmartincountrypark.com/. This is a farm that has been turned into a private 
park. It may be too much like Knott's Berry Farm, but it has elements that make it an entertaining place for picnics and 
group activitities. 
  
Skyline Ridge Open Space Preserve (Mid-Pen): http://www.openspace.org/preserves/pr_skyline_ridge.asp. It has two 
beautiful small lakes, both artificial. One of them has a nature center built on piers over the edge of the pond: 
http://www.openspace.org/activities/david_c_daniels_nc.asp. It can serve as an example for the pond on the ranch. 
  
San Joaquin County Historical Museum in Lodi: http://www.sanjoaquinhistory.org/. This museum is located in Micke 
Grove Park. It has several historical buildings and is dedicated to the history of San Joaquin County, which is mainly 
agricultural. It has exhibits of farm equipment, tools, and tractors. It has the most complete collection of hand tools 
west of the Mississippi.  
  
Hedrick Ag History Center in Woodland: http://www.aghistory.org/. This 10-year old museum has 130,000 square feet 
of exhibit space and features some of the largest collections of agriculture equipment and vehicles in the world. 
  
Kearney Mansion Museum in Fresno: http://www.valleyhistory.org/KearneyMansionMuseum.html. This preserves the 
home of a major agribusiness pioneer. They have historical exhibits, educational programs, and historical re-
enactment events. 
  
Here are other museums in the San Joaquin Valley: 
http://www.sanjoaquinvalley.worldweb.com/SightsAttractions/Museums/ 
  
Codiga Center and Museum in Watsonville: http://www.aghistoryproject.org/. This is located at the Santa Cruz County 
Fairgrounds. It has exhibits on the agriculture of the Central Coast.  
  
National Steinbeck Center in Salinas: http://www.steinbeck.org/. They have interactive displays on agriculture and 
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Jane, 
Something that was mentioned briefly in the Cottle Ranch Task Force meeting actually may end up being one of its 
most important features. That's a trail through the park, connecting both ends of Chynoweth. Why that is important is 
because Chynoweth dead ends at an entrance to the Guadalupe River Trail. Chynoweth is a much safer and more 
pleasant east-west bike route than Blossom Hill Road or Branham Lane. People east of the Cottle Ranch could use 
this route to reach the Guadalupe River Trail. The Guadalupe River Trail connects to the Alamitos/Calero Creek 
Trails, which provide access to Santa Teresa Park and the east side of Almaden Quicksilver Park (this is part of the 
Bay Area Ridge Trail). The Guadalupe Creek Trail, which is partially completed, is planned to end up at the west side 
of Almaden Quicksilver. Going north, the Guadalupe River Trail heads towards downtown. If the Willow Glen Spur 
Trail is completed, it will connect the Guadalupe River Trail to the Los Gatos Creek and Coyote Creek Trails. The 
Guadalupe River Trail leads to the Guadalupe River Park and Gardens complex downtown. It will lead to and 
past Mineta San Jose Airport, under 101, then eventually to Alviso Marina County Park and the Bay Trail. So this one 
little trail connection through the Cottle Ranch can open up a huge trail network to people east of the ranch. 
Conversely, people using the Guadalupe River Trail and its tributaries can take Chynoweth to reach the Cottle Ranch. 
  
For more info, see: 
http://pages.prodigy.net/rhorii/losalmts.htm 
http://www.geocities.com/rhorii/GRPG/GRPG1.html 
http://pages.prodigy.net/rhorii/lgcrktr5.htm 
  
There is another important potential trail route through the park that was mentioned in the meeting. If the connection 
to the Blossom Hill Light Rail station along Canoas Creek through the Cottle Ranch is completed and connects to the 
Chynoweth trail route, this means that people from both sides of the park can come in on Chynoweth and have a 
much safer way of reaching the Light Rail Station. (You take your life in your hands if you try to bike down Blossom 
Hill Road to reach the Light Rail Station.) This could promote ridership, which I'm sure VTA would not mind. More 
riders means less cars on the road, which means cleaner air and less traffic, so everyone benefits. 
  
So a few simple little trail connections through the park can have an enormous benefit for thousands of people, not 
just in the immediate neighborhood, but all over the South Bay. 
  
Ron Horii 



history.  
  
King City's Monterey County Agricultural and Rural Life Museum; http://www.mcarlm.org/. This is what it has: 
"MCARLM’s interpretive period is the last quarter of the 19th century through World War II. The collections are 
principally agricultural related implements, house museum furnishings, and historical objects related to specific local 
history. The museum complex has 6 buildings: the Exhibit Barn, Olson Blacksmith Shop, and the History of Irrigation 
Museum; plus the historic Spreckels House (1898), La Gloria Schoolhouse (1887), and the King City Train Depot 
(1903). All are completely furnished with turn-of-the-century artifacts. There are outside exhibits of antique farm 
equipment dating from the late 1800s into the 1940s. The main Exhibit Barn features displays following the 
development of Salinas Valley agriculture and rural life from the late 1700s to 1940. We also have meeting rooms, 
picnic facilities and camping through the auspices of the Parks Department." 
  
I used to live in Goleta, which is next to Santa Barbara. There is a park there, Lake Los Carneros County Park, which 
has lakes, ponds, historical houses, and a museum with farm equipment: 
http://www.goletahistory.org/wwelcome.html. It gives group and school tours and has special events during the year. 
A volunteer organization runs the interpretive programs. 
  
The ranch is going to be a big operation. Park staff can't handle it alone. The parks dept. should foster the creation of 
a volunteer group, similar to NAQCPA and FOSTP. They can help organize interpretive programs and events and 
provide volunteers. Once the house or other buildings become available or if a community center is built, it could be 
used for meetings and operations of this group, similar to what the Friends of Guadalupe River Park & Gardens have 
downtown (http://www.grpg.org/Volunteer.html). 
  
I was reading the Mercury News today, and they were talking about the fate of the County Fairgrounds: 
http://www.mercurynews.com/search/ci_7698901?IADID=Search-www.mercurynews.com-
www.mercurynews.com&nclick_check=1. It's still somewhat up in the air. It's not certain whether the County Fair will 
ever come back. The County Fairgrounds may get paved over and turned into condos. That will mean that the 4H kids 
who used to display their animals and other creations won't have a place to show them. What if the Cottle Ranch 
takes over that role? I don't mean move the whole County Fair to the ranch, but just the kids' agricultural displays. If 
the local 4H is already there, they can help organize the event and invite in exhibitors from the rest of the county. 
They can also set their own schedule and don't have to be subject to the whims of the County Fair plans, which seem 
to change every year. Not only can a fair at the ranch be used as a fundraiser, it can be used to publicize the ranch 
and get more people involved in it. 
  
Ron Horii 
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Hi Jane, 
  
My family lives in the neighborhood near the Martial Cottle Park.  We lived in the Colony Green 
Condominiums for 10 years, with our window overlooking the Martial Cottle property.  We now live on 
Avenida Abetos, still in the same neighborhood. 
  
Over the years, we have witnessed wildfire on the property: owls, geese, egrets, possums – and to our 
wonderful surprise – foxes.  We watch the family of foxes on our way to school every day. 
  
We are wondering what will happen to the foxes when the park is constructed.  Will they be moved to 
another area?  Or will they remain on the property?  We hope they will not be disposed off since they 
are a rarity in this urban setting.  
  
Regards, 
  
Cheryl Cash 
Intel Corporation 
FCED Commodity Manager 
408-765-5781 phone 
408-765-0449 fax 
877-427-9930 pager (@skytel.com)  
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Mark, Jane

From: Jack Knoop [jpknoop@earthlink.net]
Sent: Saturday, December 15, 2007 1:14 PM
To: Mark, Jane
Subject: Noise impact study

Dear Jane.

I forgot, (previous E*mail) to include the date of the Noise Impact Study conducted by:

Department of Public Works
Transportation Division
City of San Jose

   Report was dated; APRIL 24, 1978

If so desired I can send you a copy.

Looking at the date, 30 years ago, It must become clear to those involved that the plan, without the additional road, and 
exit to 85N. as suggested by me, doesn't have a chance in Hell.

With regards:
 Jack P. Knoop
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Mark, Jane

From: Jack Knoop [jpknoop@earthlink.net]
Sent: Sunday, December 16, 2007 2:08 PM
To: Mark, Jane
Subject: Awerness

Dear Jane 

We left the last meeting early, the wife didn't feel too well.

However, as you know I am very concerned about the traffic situation that 

will arrive, (besides how to deal with littering already a problem).

You, and staff, may not be aware of an environmental report, regarding

SNELL, generated by the city in

This report cited non-compliance. Over the years traffic has doubled in volume, 

and the standards are more strict.

The question, is there a solution that eliminates roads across the property while

conforming to the environmental standards, can be answered with a resolute YES.

First, one has to look at the cause of the non-compliance.

Traffic N. of Branham lane converge on Snell in order to make a right hand turn on 

Blossom Hill. Once there an other line is formed to enter Highway 85 N. 

This is the cause for backups both on Snell and Blossom hill, and the main reason

for environmental non-compliance. 

In order to reduce traffic on both Snell and Blossom hill, two parallel streets 

have to be created. There is only one solution, with minimal intrusion, extend 

Vista park lane. By extending, and connecting with Chynoweth overall traffic is reduced, 

and a second entrance to 85 N., via Chynoweth, created. 

The proposed bicycle path is adjacent to the road, both will skirt the envisioned open 

field located mainly on State of California property. This proposal is, to the

maximum, in compliance with Mr. Lester vision while adhering to environmental laws.

In addition, it has to be recognized families with children, and lots of stuff, do not

walk to the picnic area, they use the SUV.

With regards.

Jack P. Knoop
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------ Forwarded Message 
From: Loretta Corrales <lacorrales@sbcglobal.net> 
Date: Mon, 21 Jan 2008 21:20:39 -0800 (PST) 
To: <rachael.gibson@bos.sccgov.org>, <greg.west@earthlink.net>, <Khoa.Vo@rda.sccgov.org>, 
<esmith@bgdesign.com>, <jcrowensanjosestate@yahoo.com>, <mike.potter@asm.ca.gov>, 
<Frances.grammer@asm.ca.gov>, <Virhotlz@jps.net>, <Eric.crane@sanjoseca.gov>, "Kevin.O'Day@aem.sccgov.org" 
<Kevin.O'Day@aem.sccgov.org>, <frank.giordano@asr.sccgov.org>, <cfriedericks@yahoo.com>, 
<brian@americafresh.com>, <robiverson@yahoo.com>, <brucemedlin@comcast.net>, <monczynski@pacbell.net> 
Subject: Martial Cottle Park 
 
   
I am a member of VEP and live in the neighborhood across Branham from the Martial Cottle property.  I 
have read the owner's vision for the property and the restrictions set for development.  I am excited and 
enthusiastic about the development as planned, but am hoping that there is still flexibility for the needs of 
the community. 
  
 There is a great need in our community for a dog park.  I have read in the notes to your meetings, that the 
need for a dog park has already been brought to the attention of the task force.  In the VEP newsletter there 
was an article about residents’ concerns regarding the hazards of people having dogs off leash in the area 
parks.  I live near the three Parkview Parks and the field behind Parkview Elementary School and am 
confronted with this situation all the time when I walk my dogs.   
  
The principal of Gunderson High School wrote an article for the latest VEP newsletter in which he asks 
people not to let their dogs off leash on the schools fields.  These fields are supposed to be off limits to 
dogs, but people are using them to let their dogs run free.  There is a large dog population in this area, with 
no safe place to let dogs run off leash.   
  
 I run into countless people walking dogs of all sizes in the neighborhood.  There used to be a group of 
people who met weekly in one of the area parks with their dogs, but we had to stand around with our dogs 
on their leashes because there was nowhere to let them run loose.  Having a dog park in this area was always 
a topic we discussed. 
  
 Because there is no dog park, people take their dogs to fenced in school playgrounds.  This is fine as long 
as they clean up after their pets, but this could create a health hazard for the children who use the 
playground.  It also restricts children from using the playground if someone has their dogs running loose. 
  
 For centuries dogs have been an important part of farming communities.  They serve as herders, guardians 
and  companions.  I hope there is room in the vision for the Martial Cottle Park for a dog park that is 
designed to fit into the agricultural/historical aspect of the park.  
  
 Thank you, Loretta Corrales 
  
  
   
 
   
 
------ End of Forwarded Message 
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Mark, Jane

From: Crystal M Campisi [crystal413@juno.com]
Sent: Friday, January 25, 2008 2:00 PM
To: Mark, Jane
Subject: Re: 2/20/08 Task Force Meeting #3

Jane,

Sorry to bother you. Can you tell me a little bit about why the city abandoned the idea of continuing Chynoweth? Is there 
any way we could work with the park's planners to re-open the idea? It's a shame to waste the ability to relieve traffic in 
that area.

I didn't understand the right-of-way concept that you tried to explain...
what does
the r.o.w. refer to - where is the right of way area?

thanks,
Crystal
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Mark, Jane

From: shilohballard@comcast.net
Sent: Sunday, January 27, 2008 8:31 PM
To: Mark, Jane
Subject: Martial Cottle Park

Jane, 

We just had another community meeting of the committee for our HOA tasked with monitoring and providing input into the 
development of Martial Cottle Park.  As a result, I have a couple questions.

1) On one of the maps passed out at the last meeting, pedestrian access points were highlighted.  One of them is right 
next to our property.  Can you clarify for us what this access point means or could mean?  Does it mean that people 
would be routed through our condo complex?  The point I'm talking about is very close to where the canal changes 
direction (slightly) where it meets our property and then runs next to it.  There is also an old pump house close to the 
area.  (Let me know if you're having trouble identifying where I'm talking about or give me a call if you have any questions.

2) I also am still curious about the geographic distribution of folks on the Task Force.  Can you tell me if anyone on the TF 
lives in the neighborhood that we live in--essentially the area between Snell, Chynoweth, 85 and the Park?

Thank you in advance~
Shiloh
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Mark, Jane

From: Barbara Fishman [barbaradf2@verizon.net]
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2008 3:43 PM
To: Mark, Jane
Subject: Feb 20th Mtg

Re: Martial Cottle

Dear Ms Mark.

Is this an open meeting or only for current task force members? Thanks in advance for your 
response.

Barbara Fishman
UCCE SCC Master Gardener Program
Advisory Board, President

408.395.2006- Home
408.489.8411- Cellular
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Martial Cottle Park Wish-List 
January 2008 

 
1. VEP endorses Walter Lester's vision for the development of an agricultural park. 

 
2. The scope of facilities and amenities under consideration should not be reduced prior to completion of the 

public input process.  For example, a train used for park transportation should not be ruled out 
prematurely for financial reasons. (Our preference is first to optimize park design irrespective of financial 
considerations, then aggressively pursue public funding and/or private grants to cover any revenue 
shortfalls.)  
 

3. Encourage the ongoing presence of indigenous wildlife in the park.  
 
4. Create water features (lake, streams) that will attract native species and be integrated with Canoas Creek 

as part of an overall flood control plan.  
 

5. Security  
 

a. Design to maximize park and neighborhood security, especially at night.  Consider installing 
locking automobile/pedestrian gates that would prevent access when the park is closed, 
especially at the neighborhood entrances.  Provide adequate patrols and appropriate law 
enforcement to ensure safety of the park, the agriculture, and the community.  
 

b. Consider using horse-mounted law enforcement units for daytime park security. 
 

c. To facilitate security and privacy, provide a patrol-able buffer zone where the park abuts 
residences. Keep trails, train tracks, and other user facilities a minimum of 50 yards for low-
impact use and 100 yards for high-impact use away from homes on Barron Park Drive, 
Wellington Park Drive, Birmingham Drive, and Colony Field Drive.   Agriculture would be 
acceptable within the buffer zone. 
 

d. Do not allow public access along the Santa Clara County Water District easement along Canoas 
Creek between Martial Cottle Park and City of San Jose's Vista Park on Hyde Park Drive. 

 
6. Consider dust mitigation in the park design and operational stipulations/contracts.  

 
7. In the perimeter design, consider the strong desire of pedestrians, motorists, and homeowners to have 

largely unobstructed views into the park and to the mountains beyond.  Carefully consider the 
placement, size and selection of items that will obstruct these views, such as berms and trees. Berms, if 
used, should be well into the interior of the park, and no taller than absolutely necessary to meet their 
objectives.  

8. Traffic/Parking Concerns  
 

a. Minimize traffic and parking impacts on neighborhood streets.  Avoid entrances that would route 
motorists onto Branham Lane. As part of the park master plan, include a traffic/parking plan that 
encourages regional patrons to arrive via Route 85, LRT, and local arterial roads such as 
Blossom Hill Road and Snell Avenue. 
 

b. Plan for sufficient onsite, unpaved overflow parking for major events from the onset of park 
design.  
 

c. We strongly desire free public parking to encourage people to park onsite instead of in the 
neighborhoods. 
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d. Divide Chynoweth Avenue (on the east side of the park), using the northern half right-of-way as 
the main entrance to the park, and the southern half as a two lane street giving access to/from 
the neighborhood.  
 

e. Alternatively, consider a main entrance utilizing the existing (currently unused) Vista 
Park/Cahalan connection under Route 85. 
 

f. Provide neighborhood pedestrian and bike access via neighborhood streets without causing 
major traffic, parking or security issues. Do not locate high-use activity areas near neighborhood 
entrances. 
 

g. We do not want vehicular access other than emergency vehicles at Vistapark Drive, Gaundabert 
Lane, Wellington Park Drive, and Branham Lane.  No public through-traffic should ever be 
allowed between the two segments of Chynoweth Avenue.  Gated access for park vehicles would 
be acceptable on Chynoweth Avenue, provided no park vehicles are ever stored in residential 
portions of Chynoweth.  
 

Park Features 
 

9. Trails/Transportation 
 

a. Provide trail access for pedestrians, wheel chairs, dogs on leash, bikes, roller skates, and 
rollerblades. Pedestrian trail should be suitable for all-weather walking and not hard on knees.  

 
b. Provide quiet, non-polluting interior transportation consistent with Mr. Lester's design intent and 

the park's historical agricultural vision. On-site transportation is an essential element for access 
by people of all ages, to all areas of this large park, and should connect parking areas and VTA 
Light Rail with other major park destinations. Mr. Lester's original concept of a miniature train is 
our preference. Other historically compatible forms of transportation may also be acceptable such 
as a tram pulled by a tractor (the Maui Plantation tram in Hawaii is a good example of this).  

 
c. Minimize the use of asphalt and concrete in order to preserve the historic farm ambiance.  Where 

hard paving is needed, run conduits underneath to accommodate future infrastructure needs. 
 

10. Farming/Landscaping 
 

a. Consider planting trees early in the process (possibly fast-track before the EIR), both oak trees 
interior of the park, and perimeter trees.  In siting and selecting perimeter trees, consider Item 7 
above, and coordinate efforts with the City of San Jose and VEP Community Association in 
conjunction with the Branham and Snell widening projects 
 

b. Consider setting aside a nursery/tree storage area for Our City Forest  - appropriately sited and 
with sufficient space for a potential future educational facility.  
 

c. Minimize the use of pesticides and get certified organic. 
 

d. Plant more orchards consistent with the history of our valley.  
 

e. Set aside a portion of the land for community gardens.   
 

f. Involve other agricultural groups such as FFA, 4H, and the UC Extension Agricultural Program.   
 

g. Include demonstration facilities for small and medium scale composting.  
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h. Set aside a portion of the land for a farmers market.  
 

11. Equestrian Facility  
 

a. Limit equestrian facilities to programs consistent with the historical objectives of the park, and for 
security.  
 

b. Feature horses that can demonstrate how they were used to work the land.  
  

c. Do not use the park for large scale equestrian events such as rodeos or horse racing.  
 

d. Consider providing facilities for regional horse-mounted law enforcement units (SJPD, Sheriff, 
Park Ranger) 
 

e. Do not provide stables for public boarding.  
 

f. Considering prevailing winds, plan facilities to minimize equestrian-related smell, dust, and flies 
on adjacent residences. Building a berm around the equestrian facility would help.  
 

12. The building designated as a "community center" should instead be designated as an "educational 
center". It should be limited to providing historic agriculture education.  It should be built in the style of the 
existing farm buildings and could, for example, be or include a barn. It should not be designed or used as 
a general purpose community center.  
 

13. Infrastructure 
 

a. Install underground utilities in the beginning, so no rework is necessary in the future.   
 

b. Install wireless access points, so the internet could be accessed throughout the park for 
educational purposes.  
 

c. Consider a solar energy use demonstration area.  Potentially use solar energy to provide the 
electric needs of the entire park.  
 

d. Use windmills to generate power and/or to pump water.   
 

e. Go "Green" and aggressively pursue grants for required funds.  
 

f. Encourage and aggressively pursue public/private partnerships for funding, operating, and 
maintaining onsite amenities and facilities (e.g., the rail/train, equestrian facilities, educational 
facilities) 
 

14. If an off-leash dog park is included in the design, consider its historical appropriateness and the desire to 
maintain wildlife in the park.  
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Park Rules and Regulations 
 

15. Management should ensure that concurrent events at the park should be limited to available onsite 
parking consistent with minimizing neighborhood impacts (see item #8 "Traffic/Parking Concerns” above)  
Management should ensure that attendance from cumulative park facilities bookings do not exceed 
available on-site parking capacity.  Facilities use contracts should include appropriate restrictions to 
manage park attendance.   
 

16. Events held at the park should be consistent with Mr. Lester's vision and be permissible only if they fit 
within usage limitations. 
 

17. Amplified sound must be consistent with city/county noise standards and prohibited without a permit.  
 

18. General use camping should not be allowed.  However, overnight stays associated with historical 
agricultural education may be acceptable so long as evening activities and sleeping facilities/locations are 
far enough away from neighboring residences to minimize noise, light and security issues. 

 
19.  Prohibit consumption of alcoholic beverages without a permit. 

 
Education Use Guidelines 

 
20. Provide picnic area and restroom facilities for student use, close to parking lot. 




